
Presentation request by David Tremblay 
 
Items for discussion with the  members the council of Lakeshore 
  
1,historical facts of why we became one amalgamated municipality 
 
2,need for accountability to the residence of all the municipality 
 
3,answer the questions most often asked after 20+years of amalgamations 
Such as : did  the reduction of cost and the great savings of money that  we were told 
that would be achieve happen compare the total budget at the start  of amalgamations 
to today budget total increases in taxes;  
did the service increase in all area  yes or no and how or why 
What area of service were streamlined did we see reduction in staff or increase: 
 
have the identity of the communities  been protected  or have we been trying to 
assimilated all into one: 
 
has accessibility to are elected council members increased or decreased: 
 
what and where is the source of revenue  coming from  residential, commercial , 
industrials farm and utilities how much from each ward: 
 
the cost related to these revenue stream  ex cost of sewer for residential compare to 
farm  or policing  for commercial compare to utilities; 
 
has the participation in the decision making increase or decrease(public meetings } to 
the people believe their voice I being heard or to the think it’s a done deal no one cares 

4, how do we determine if this force marriage is still viable or is there a better solutions , 

 A municipality ,city ,town, village or hamlet  is like a home not a house. It's not 
important how big it is, how much it costs, what color or even where it is  built . A home 
is where stories are shared  history is made struggles are lived and battles are 
won  where friendships  are made thru common likes and needs and the place you 
know and want to return to  Some of us have  been very fortunate to have lived in both 
great homes and great municipalities  I just wish that more can experience these two 
things 

 I do not expected an answer to these questions tonight but ask council to support the 
request for that these questions be studied and that a report be brought back to council 

 merci David de Paul de Louis de Edwouard de Edwouard de Jean Basptiste Tremblay  

 


